
Media Release #8 – The Vanishing, or Time Goes Away 
Cities change. People die. Everything you know goes away.  
 
 

The Vanishing, or Time Goes Away 
Kids and Food take centre stage in The Substation’s month of local nostalgia 

 
Singapore, 29 Jan 2019 — Dragon playgrounds with sand pits, kueh cushions, hawker culture and 
architecture that need saving, and the revival of gotong royong; we live in a time of nostalgia, where the 
past is always retreating, and the populace always reminiscing—sometimes before the thing is lost.  
 
The Substation brings back nostalgia in the month of March with a series of multi-disciplinary 
programmes dissecting the nation’s tendency to romanticise—and asks, why that is. Titled The 
Vanishing, or Time Goes Away, it isn final chapter of The Substation’s year-long interrogation of 
heritage-making in Singapore. The spread of programmes include an interactive playground, an art 
installation, and a futuristic dining experience. 
 
Everything You Know Goes Away 
Historically labelled an alternative space for experimentation and punk subculture, The Substation 
opens its doors for the first time to younglings with a specially built indoor playground. Featuring 
nostalgia-themed sections with titles like “Lapis de la Resistance” and “Kampong Glum”, the tongue-in-
cheek playground adopts familiar and popular nostalgic icons, such as the dragon playground, nonya 
kueh, a kampong, and Big Splash—albeit with a twist. Come a little closer, and kampong life reveals a 
seedy underbelly of poor sanitation; the dragon is accompanied by native species driven to extinction 
due to urbanisation, like the Malayan tiger; and the six-storey-high Big Splash water slides belie a 
notorious reputation. 
 
Designed by Joshua Comaroff and Lekker Architects, with collaborator Leow Si Min, the alternative 
playground, titled Everything You Know Goes Away, combines celebrated local symbols with sobering 
facts and trivia, in an attempt to demystify nostalgia. Comaroff, who was inspired by his three children, 
says, “We often think of nostalgia as an older person’s domain. We look back on past times with a 
sense of loss. But I began to notice that my own children expressed nostalgic feelings at a very early 
age; even at 2 or 3. At 10, my daughter is already hopelessly nostalgic for times that she never 
experienced. As a parent of 8- and 10-year-olds, I am shocked by how “old” and world-weary our 
children are. They are never as young or as childish as we would like them to be.  
 
“I find children to be much better learners than adults; they are less judgmental, less filtered. They are 
comfortable with abstractions, as well as with the messy reality of the world. For this reason, they are 
innately open to the sloppy complexities of history—we should teach them now, rather than later, that 
the world is a slippery and difficult place.” 
 
The playground opens during the March school holidays, and is accompanied by a series of workshops, 
performances, and commissioned storytelling sessions. 
 
A Bout of Nostalgia 
As a counterpoint to Comaroff’s playground, visual artists Mary Bernadette Lee (Mrydette) responds 
with an art installation that cherishes nostalgia as a coping mechanism, and a means to treasuring the 
past. In stark contrast to a playground, Mrydette creates a contemplative space, featuring artworks 
constructed with chou chou (security blankets) contributed by the public through an open call. The work 



“is about finding resonation and social connectedness through shared experiences. It is a powerful 
reminder that nostalgia is very much a real human experience, that can make us feel safe and secure.  
 
“I want people to take time to allow themselves to go back into a space of refuge and good memories; 
To understand that living in memories from time to time is perfectly acceptable, to navigate the 
installation space, and make meaning in their own creative ways.", says Mrydette. 
 
SAD: The Last Meal 
Vanishing hawker culture, and the anxiety to preserve or officiate it as world heritage has been in the 
socio-cultural spotlight. Visual artist, Debbie Ding, and chef, Ming Tan, of JAM at SIRI HOUSE, 
collaborate to create a futuristic dining experience that offers dystopian renditions of contested hawker 
food. To Tan, the status and ownership of hawker food are heated issues of contention in our food 
industry.  
 
"Amongst the many issues facing hawker food today, I believe misguided expectation on the part of 
patrons is the most debated and least understood. Specifically, the relationship between authenticity 
and value, of tradition versus modernity. Giving attendees a firsthand account of the tension between 
these expectations through sensory participation sheds light on what we hold dear with regards to 
hawker food. Got so important meh?", says Tan. 
 
The combination of a four-course menu, featuring dystopian hawker food, and multi-sensory, audio-
visual 3D technology are The Substation’s ingredients for the quirky art experience known as SAD. An 
acronym for Substation After Dark, SAD is a series of specially-commissioned events, inaugurated last 
year, that activate the peculiarities of The Substation in an offbeat way. 
 
Panel Discussion; Film Screening & Reading 
Addtionally, a series of collateral programmes expand the conversation around nostalgia through 
various platforms. 
 
Panel discussion Partners in Grime: Nostalgia and Conservation with Joshua Comaroff (Design 
Consultant, Lekker Architects), Dr. Chua Ai Lin (Executive Director, Singapore Heritage Society), Tan 
Pin Pin (Filmmaker), and moderated by Lo Mun Hou (Associate Professor, University Scholars 
Programme, National University of Singapore), comments on nostalgia, its contemporary applications, 
and the potential effects on society. 
 
Days of Future Past is a literary reading of speculative fiction by three local authors—Wei Fen Lee, Ng 
Yi-Sheng, and Wayne Rée, against the backdrop of Tan Pin Pin’s 2017 film about time capsules, In 
Time to Come. Curated by Jason Erik Lundberg, Founding Director of LONTAR, the authors read short 
stories which “investigate a Singapore removed from our own, and, as with any good speculative fiction, 
it is that defamiliarisation and looking back which enables us to consider Singapore anew”, he says. 
 
The final chapter of The Substation’s 2018/19 programme Cities change. People die. Everything you 
know goes away, concludes the season with a variety programmes aimed at diverse audiences. For Lo 
Mun Hou, the programmes offer a way “to consider what nostalgia reveals about how we deal with loss 
memory, and history in Singapore.” 
 
On the seeming shift in programming to focus on children, Artistic Director, Alan Oei says, “The 
playground, Everything You Know Goes Away, named after the last line of our cultural theme for the 
year, is unusual territory for us. It’s the first time we’re organising a whole slew of children-oriented 



programmes but don’t be fooled, it’s as much for other age groups. This commissioned playground 
gives us back exactly the images—and the lost heritage—that we’ve become so used to. We see the 
Dragon playground, the Good Morning towels, and the idyllic kopitiam and kampung recreated in so 
many forms. Nostalgia is pervasive because there is a real demand for it, and it undergirds deeper 
anxieties that aren’t just about “everything used to be better in the old days.” 
 
Although they speak through a vocabulary of familiar and cherished symbols like the playground, chou 
chou, and hawker food, the programmes go beyond replicating nostalgic trends in local consumer 
culture, but rather, aim at providing spaces where viewers can potentially question the ways in which 
we remember. Children will get to see a different side of the nostalgic symbols that popular culture has 
bombarded them with, and parents—people who have actually experienced “the good ol’ days”—
hopefully, will get to revisit, and rethink their relationships with the past. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Programme information 
 
The Vanishing, or Time Goes Away 
16 March - 7 April 2019 
Various locations, events, and timings (refer to table below) 

 
 

Name Type of Event/ Description Location Date/ Time Ticketing 

Everything 
You Know 
Goes Away 

An interactive, indoor playground 
 

● Featuring nostalgic icons with a 
twist 

● Designed by Joshua Comaroff 
and Lekker Architects, with 
collaborator Leow Si Min 

● Accompanied by a series of 
storytelling sessions, 
workshops, and performances 

 

The 
Substation 
Theatre 

16 March -  
7 April 2019 
 
Tue - Fri: 2 - 7pm 
Sat - Sun: 12 - 8pm 
Closed on Mon 
 
 

Free 
 
Suitable for 
ages 6 and up 

Bedah’s 
Fantastical 
Travels with 
Epok-Epok! 

Storytelling sessions by Suhaili Safari 
● Specially-commissioned to 

complement the playground 
● Weaves elements of the 

playground into the story 
● An ‘exhibition tour’ through the 

medium of storytelling 

The 
Substation 
Theatre 

16, 17, 23, 24 March 
 
2 and 3pm 
(Sessions are about 
half an hour long) 

Free 
 
Suitable for 
ages 6 to 12 
(30 people 
max) 

Kueh Salah: A 
Kueh Creation 
Session with 
Mrydette 

Kueh-making workshops 
● Specially-commissioned to 

complement the playground 
● Make homemade colourful 

playdough and specialty “kueh” 
with ingredients from the 
kitchen 

The 
Substation 
Theatre 

17, 21, 31 March 
(Sundays & 
Thursday) 
 
10.30 - 11.30am 

$15 per 
person 
 
Suitable for 
ages 6 to 12 
(30 people 
max) 
 
Tickets: 
https://kuehsala
h.peatix.com/ 

Goodbye 
Animals: 
Workshop & 
Storytelling 
with Darel 
Seow 

Endangered animal drawing and 
diorama creation workshops 

● Specially-commissioned to 
complement the playground 

● Storytelling on local 
endangered and extinct 
animals 

● Draw and create pop-up 
dioramas 

The 
Substation 
Theatre 

22 & 30 March 
(Friday & Saturday) 
 
10.30am - 12pm 

$18 per 
person 
 
Suitable for 
ages 7 to 12 
(30 people 
max) 
 
Tickets: 
https://goodbye
animals.peatix.
com/ 

Annie Ting and 
the Dragon by 

Interactive puppet theatre performance 
● Features a live musician and 

The 
Substation 

23 & 24 March 
(Saturday & Sunday) 

$18 per 
person 



Tiny Feat two puppeteers Theatre & 
Gallery 

 
10.30 - 11.10am 

 
Suitable for 
ages 2 to 5 (50 
people max) 
 
Tickets: 
https://annietin
g.peatix.com/ 

SAD: The Last 
Meal 

Interactive art experience with four-
course food tasting menu 

● Menu designed by chef Ming 
Tan 

● Audio-visual experience by 
Debbie Ding 

The 
Substation 
Gallery 

29 & 30 March 
(Friday & Saturday) 
 
7 - 8pm 
9 - 10pm 
(two sessions per 
night) 

$35 per 
person 
(comes with 
non-alcoholic 
drink) 
 
Tickets: 
https://sadthela
stmeal.peatix.c
om/ 

A Bout of 
Nostalgia 

Art installation by Mrydette The 
Substation 
Gallery 

16 March -  
7 April 2019 
 
Tue - Fri: 2 - 7pm 
Sat - Sun: 12 - 8pm 
Closed on Mon 

Free 

Partners in 
Grime: 
Nostalgia and 
Conservation 

Panel discussion on nostalgia and its 
application in contemporary culture 

● Speakers: Joshua Comaroff 
(Design Consultant, Lekker 
Architects), Dr. Chua Ai Lin 
(Executive Director. Singapore 
Heritage Society), and Tan Pin 
Pin (Filmmaker) 

● Moderated by Academic Lo 
Mun Hou 

The 
Substation 
Gallery 

23 March 2019 
 
5 - 6.30pm 

Free 
 
 
 
 
 
Sign up: 
https://partners
ingrime.peatix.
com/ 

Days of Future 
Past 

Film screening and reading 
● Speculative fiction works read 

to the backdrop of Tan Pin 
Pin’s In Time to Come 

● Curated by Jason Erik 
Lundberg (Founding Editor, 
LONTAR) 

● Featuring writers: Wei Fen Lee, 
Ng Yi-Sheng, and Wayne Rée 

The 
Substation 
SAD Bar 

30 March 2019 
 
4 - 5.30pm 

Free 
 
 
 
 
 
https://partners
ingrime.peatix.
com/ 

 
 
 
High res and more information on programme partners can be found here. 
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1. Joshua & Mila, Everything You Know Goes Away, 2019. 

 

 
2. Joshua & Mila, Everything You Know Goes Away, 2019. 



 
3. Debbie Ding and Ming Tan, SAD: The Last Meal, 2019. 

 
4. Debbie Ding and Ming Tan, SAD: The Last Meal, 2019. 

 



 
5. Mary Bernadette Lee (Mrydette), A Bout of Nostalgia, 2019. 

 

 
6. Mary Bernadette Lee (Mrydette), A Bout of Nostalgia, 2019. 

 



 
7. Mary Bernadette Lee (Mrydette), A Bout of Nostalgia, 2019. 

 

 
8. The Vanishing, The Substation, 2019. 

 



 
9. Everything You Know Goes Away, The Substation, 2019. 

 
10. SAD: The Last Meal, The Substation, 2019. 

 
For more information and the latest updates, please visit the following platforms 
 
Website: citieschange.sg  
Facebook: @thesubstation  
Instagram: @the_substation 
 
 
 
 



Cities change. People die. Everything you know goes away. 
 
The Substation’s theme for 2018 is an exploration of how and why heritage is a political and 
emotional topic for the public.  
 
This year The Substation will collaborate with artists, academics, and specialists whose works 
engage with and contribute to the complex conversations around heritage. Programmes explore 
heritage in its multifarious forms: from landmark architecture and national icons, to the everyday 
commodification of nostalgia.  
 
The overarching theme is part of a 3-year curatorial direction for The Substation in examining the 
city. Through annual themes centred on artists and field specialists, The Substation expands, 
leads, and supports cultural conversations, engaging the public and exposing them to the full 
possibilities of contemporary art in shaping larger questions about Singapore.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For media enquiries, please contact: 
 
Samantha Segar 
General Manager 
+65 6337 7535 
 
samantha@substation.org 
 
About The Substation 
 
The Substation is Singapore’s first independent contemporary arts centre. Established in 1990 by 
the late Kuo Pao Kun, it is known for its pioneering and experimental arts programming. Over the 
years, The Substation has worked with some of Singapore’s most critically acclaimed artists, 
writers and intellectuals including Alvin Tan, Goh Boon Teck, Amanda Heng, Lee Wen and Kok 
Heng Leun. The Substation is a recipient of the National Arts Council’s Major Company Scheme 
from April 2017–March 2020. 
www.substation.org 
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